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Land Acknowledgement:

 We want to acknowledge that we work and live on the traditional and Native 

land of the Congaree Tribes. The Congaree people were a small tribe who 

suffered heavy losses via tribal feuds and smallpox. After fighting against the 

colony of South Carolina in the Yamasee War of 1715, over half of the 

Congaree were killed or enslaved. Those remaining moved further north to join 

the Catawba. Today, the Catawba Nation is the only federally recognized tribe 

in the state of South Carolina. The Congaree National Park and the Congaree 

River are vital parts of Columbia.



Abstract:

Informal resolution can be a powerful tool for students and universities as they 

navigate interpersonal violence concerns. With institutions facing more 

scrutiny when it comes to how they respond to potential violations, having a 

solid informal resolutions process is a critical aspect for institutions. This 

presentation will showcase informal resolution best practices and participants 

will walk away with tangible materials to bolster their resolution offerings. 



Learning Outcomes
As a result of attending this session participants will 
be able to:

1. Evaluate their current informal resolution 
offerings and explore ways to adapt to changing 
regulations and campus climates. 
 
 2. Apply training strategies and principles of 
restorative justice to successfully facilitate informal 
resolutions and mediations. 
 
3. Utilize provided letters, scripts, handouts, and 
resources to aid participants in future informal 
resolutions adapted to their campus needs.
 
4. Demonstrate the value of collaboration and 
campus partnerships in utilizing advocacy 
sanctioning to provide alternatives to a formal 
resolution process and empower student choice. 



Outline
I. Introduction – 5 minutes
a.      Polls
b.     Small group breakout discussion 
II. Literature Review – 3 minutes
a.      Restorative Justice principles
b.     Connection to ASCA knowledge and skills
i. Technology
ii. Resolution Management
iii. Internal and External Partnerships
III. Informal resolution structure and demographics at UofSC– 3 minutes
a.      Data review
b.     Process charts
IV. Letters and Maxient/database usage– 2 minutes
V. Partnership with TIX/OCR- 5 minutes
VI. Partnership with Respondent Resources and SAVIP- 5 minutes
VII. Pre-Meeting- 10 minutes
a.      Agenda
b.     Logistics
c.      Goals
d.     Prep-Form
e.      Admission of harm or responsibility 
VIII. Informal Resolutions - 10 minutes 
a.      Script
b.     Advisors
c.      Advocacy Sanctioning
d.     Logistics
e.      Outcomes 
IX. Resources and Handouts – 10 minutes
X. Questions and Answers – 5 minutes 



How did we get here?
2011 DCL letter prohibiting informal resolutions for sexual 

assault cases

2020 rules with allowing cross examination and more 

opportunities for informal resolutions

Provides complainants to select a process that aligns with their 

interests and meets respondents' needs for process protects

Allows for more flexibility and can be tailored to student needs

Mediation, restorative justice and arbitration as dispute 

resolution options



USC Snapshot

• 34, 731 Total students

⚬ 6,100 First year students

•Urban Environment

⚬ Columbia, SC (Capital City)

•SEC football 

•Downtown bar district



USC Background: 
Informal Resolution
Lack of interest in formal process; few options available

Equal Opportunity Programs Office dissolved, new Office of 

Title IX and Civil Rights created with AVP

Conduct staff and others tasked with temporary roles

Creation of mediation process and informal resolution

Live hearings occurring with outside firm



Letters and Maxient Usage

Prep Meeting Letters sent to both the Respondent and Complainant, providing 

a date and time for the meeting via Microsoft Teams.

Mediation Logistics letter sent after prep meetings, explaining which type of 

mediation was selected, the date and time of the mediation, and the link for 

the meeting. 

IR Layouts used to create the Informal Resolution Prep Form and is linked in 

the logistics letter

CRF Submitted for both parties to track the outcome of the resolution, 

sanctions (if any) also tracked through Maxient. Outcome letter sent to the 

parties. 



Informal Resolution Process

1.

IPV Report Occurs

2.

CRT9 Staff connect with 

Complainant to provide 

supportive measures and 

information about resolution 

options. 

3.

If the student indicates an 

interest in informal 

resolution, the studnt 

completes a formal report, 

and Student Conduct is 

notified. 

4.

Student Conduct meets with both 

parties for a prep meeting and 

explain the requirement that the 

Respondent accept Responsibility 

for 1. harming another person and/or 

2. violating a University Policy. 

6.

In advance of the informal 

resolution, students submit 

their informal resolution 

prep form and opening 

statement.

7.

The informal resolution 

starts with opening remarks 

from mediators and opening 

statements from parties. 

Then, discussion and 

faciliated negotiation occur. 

8.

If successful, an outcome is 

reached, drafted my the mediators, 

agreed to by all parties, and sent to 

the parties. Student Conduct 

monitors to make sure any 

sanctions agreed upon are 

completed. 

9.

If unsuccessful, complainant can 

choose to move forward with a 

live hearing or to end their 

resolution process there. 

5.

If both students agree to 

participate during their prep 

meetings, the informal 

resolution is scheduled 

(individual or group). 



Informal Resolution Logistics
Continuum of Care Meetings

2 Mediators

Individual v. Group Resolution

Maxient and Virtual Meeting Platform (prefer Blackboard for this process)       

Informational Packet distributed to students (and advisors, if applicable)          

Resolutions and Sanctions tracked through Maxient     



Pre-Mediation Steps 
•Agenda

•Logistics

•Goals

•Prep-Form

•Admission of harm or responsibility 



Informal Mediations 
•Script

•Advisors

•Advocacy Sanctioning

•Logistics

•Outcomes 



Resources and Handouts

•Google Drive Informal 

Resolution Materials 



Mediation Prep Document



Sanctions Handout



•Frees parties from constraints associated with legal processes

•Allows flexibility for who participates and how they participate

•Places the dispute in the hands of the parties

•Enhances the capacity of individuals to communicate effectively

•Allows parties to choose resolutions that would not be available to them in a court

•Educates parties about the others' interests and needs

•Expands parties capacity to understand the other and sometimes develop an 

understanding or more positive view

•Faster and more accessible process

•Empowers parties to achieve outcomes tailored to their situations

•Less likely for litigation

Overall Benefits of Informal Resolution



Key Takeaways
•There is no one size fits all process for sexual misconduct

•Sometimes parties simply want to be heard

•Mediation and alternative resolution can be a successful path to resolution 

for many concerns

•Mediation isn't a perfect process and doesn't always work

•Formal resolution is still an option until a signed agreement

•Parties are often more satisfied with an outcome they helped design

•Mediation can be a forum for parties to take ownership of mistakes and 

develop future plans



Questions?

KAT YOFFIE

keyoffie@email.sc.edu

grewe@mailbox.sc.edu
MAUREEN GREWE


